Over 70 folks turned out for a fantastic, fun filled day out on the farm with Mike Delaney and his family who were the gracious host of the Forestry Field Day event.

Those on hand to provide small session presentations were:

- Mark Hainds, LLA—Natural Regeneration of Longleaf
- Jeff Thurmond, NRCS Wildlife Biologist—Wildlife plantings-from the soil up
- Jim Jetter, AFC—Hardwoods
- P.J. Waters, ACES—Ponds
- Roger Clay, ALCDNR—T&E’s
- Jason Walley, Perry Malone Forestry Inc
- DJ Landrum, Landrum Landco

Sponsors who gave brief updates and or welcomes for the Forestry Field day were:

- Mike Delaney, Delaney Property:
- Larson McGowin—overview on the history of the land.
- Andy Grant with Alabama Ag Credit.
- Bob Pittman, Mo Co Farmers Federation Forestry Chairman.
- Darrell Driskell, Chairman of the MCSWCD.

One Forestry Field Day—Outreach to the landowners of Mobile County through a partnership effort.